
NOW is the time to get your mower in for that overhaul—carried 
out by skilled engineers—1962 tools and equipment. Over 10,000 

spares in stock. Fleet transport for immediate delivery. 

IT'S EXPERIENCE THAT COUNTS 

RELF & KENDALL HAVE THE ANSWER WITH THEIR 

SERVICE 

1« Exchange Assembly Service of Engines, cutters, Magnetos, Gear-boxes, etc. 

2 « Express workshop facilities and delivery of spares. 

Main agents and distributors for Clinton 
Engines. Spare parts and service exchange Authorised service repair agents, 
assemblies now available from stock. Sales, Spares and Service. 

Official London Area Distributors to Ransomes, 
Sims & Jefferies, for specialist machines. 

Agents for Dennis, Shanks, Greens , 
Atco, Lloyds and Allen Motor Scythes. 
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R. C. CRAIG & CO. LTD. 
K i s time to think about having your 

grass cutting equipment overhauled. 

Our service vans cover a large area and we will be pleased 
to call on you and advise you on your repair problems. 

Estimates given without obligation. 

Agents f o r : Ransomes Sims and Jefferies. 
Lloyds of Letchworth. 

Distr ibutors f o r : Dennis Bros. 

WE SHALL BE PLEASED TO HEAR FROM YOU. 

R. C. CRAIG & CO. LTD., 
153 Arch. Stamford Brook Station, Hammersmith, London, W.6. 

Telephone: RIVerside 5415. 

T h i n k i n g a b o u t 
t h e t u r f ? 
Problems? Suttons will know 
the answer. . . and they oper-
ate a special advisory service 
to give those responsible for 
sportsgrounds the benefit of 
their knowledge of turf and 
grasses. Some good advice 
now . . . buy your grass seeds, 
fertiliser, weedkiller and turf 
dressings from Suttons, and 
be sure of service backed by 
understanding 

don't fail to grow Sutton's 

Post coupon now for FREE catalogue: To Sutton & Sons Ltd. Reading. 

name 

address 

Please send me your free catalogue of grass seeds and turf specialities, also details of your Grass Advisory Service B G G 6 

grass seeds 



by the Editor 

TEE SHOTS 

A M Y < H l i S T I O \ S ? 

A golf coure will, in due time, reflect the personality, knowledge and efforts of 
the people who are in charge of it . . . L. J. Feser, writing in The Golf Course 
Reporter, recalls an aspect of greenkeeping which can be easily forgotten. 

* • • 

Efforts towards perfect playing conditions are often made on standard, safe 
lines without asking whether the result is really desirable. There is need for 
analysis before action. Are close lies through the fairway nearer to essential golf 
than those well-cushioned? Will fast greens, alarming to approach, be more likely 
to reward the golfer with courage and skill enough to endure under pressure? 
What, in fact, are perfect playing conditions? Certainly there is more to them than 
the comfortable, tidy picture which the phrase conjures up. 

Woolly? 
The job of the golf greenkeeper is to aim at a particular, rather than a perfect 

playing condition on his course. And he must be prepared to defend the result. 
To be stimulating to the player this should reflect the thought and brains of the 
man in charge. The last thing the man in charge should have is a woolly notion of 
green acres with no weeds, however desirable that may be on other scores. He 
must think hard about the game of golf and his own course and decide what is 
best in the one and how best to demand it in the other. The objective, once decided, 
will be a compromise with soil, climate and funds, but funds will only limit the 
trimmings not the essentials. Whether planting a single tree or a hundred trees, there 
are still fifteen distinct questions to be answered before deciding the location. 
Knowing the questions is just as important in this job as knowing the answers. 

Past Mistakes? 
We often find ourselves embarrassed, when visiting a distant golf course by 

apologies for its size, importance or situation. But none of these factors is of the 
least importance once the course has been made, even if you wish it never had been. 
Whatever the mistakes of the past, the problem now is to get the most out of that 
particular piece of ground. The greenkeeper must ensure that his methods are aimed 
at perpetuating not counteracting the fun, interest, skill, excitement and challenge 
which good design should produce. 

• * • 

If the golfer wants to come back because your course is not like all the rest, you 
are putting a bit of yourself into it and doing a good job. And enjoying it more 
into the bargain. 



DEVIL'S ADVOCATE 6 

WHY IS A 

IT was inevitable, I suppose. With 
men and their time and labour 

becoming progressively more and more 
valuable and expensive, the easy way 
out for Committees, Secretaries and 
Greenkeepers is to turn to mass methods 
to deal with details which used to be 
done by hand. So much so that it is 
heresy nowadays even to suggest that 
the best way to deal with weeds is other 
than by the use of sprayed weedkillers. 

Dangerous 
Yet close acquaintance with one's own 

course suggests emphatically that the old 
way of dealing with them was best; and 
the new way dangerous. Weeds for one 
thing, seem to have a habit of coming 
back with greater and greater en-
thusiasm after a period of apparent ex-
tinction by chemical treatment. The 
suspicion begins to arise that there may 
be a parallel here between D.D.T. on 
insects and the post-war weedkillers on 
greens. When insects began to develop 
strains resistant to D.D.T., the know-
ledge of this was at first something of a 
curiosity amongst research men, en-
shrouded in cautious phrases in learned 
periodicals. Then the race to produce 
new compounds to deal with D.D.T.-
resistant insects began; and the chain of 
new resistances and then new chemicals 
to meet it got really under way, and now 
seems to be the accepted progressive 
pattern. This migJht be beginning to 
happen with weeds and weedkillers. But 
what is certain is that very little is 
known about the long-term effects on 
old turf of weedkiller treatment. If it 
seems to the man who has known the 
same ground for a long time that the 
standard, health, and quality of turf has 

Goblin in the last article of his winter 
series declares all out war on weeds with 
frontal assaults, commandos and sudden 
death in the dark. 

WEED? 

steadily deteriorated since weedkillers of 
the modren type came in, this may be 
illusion. But it may be—as it appears 
to be—fact. 

Who is to say what a weed is, any-
way? The best definition—to a golfer 
at least—is simply a plant that gives a 
bad lie or interferes with the smoothness 
of the putting surface : and nothing else. 
On any course that had been well-tended 
in pre-way days, the invasion of weeds 
of this kind was negligible. The ones 
that did come in were dealt With in the 
simplest and most effective manner: 
on the greens, the greenkeeper just bent 
down with a pocket knife and cut the 
offending plant out as soon as it began 
to show itself. The time spent on re-
moving weeds of this sort cannot have 
added up to anything worth reckoning 
even over a Whole year. 

Fairway drill 
The fairways, on the other hand, did 

take time. The drill at my club was for 
the ground staff of five to take each fair-
way in turn once a year and go down it 
in a line across, each with a bucket in 
one hand and a weeding tool in the 
other. In this way, each weed stood a 
good chance of getting removed before 
it was a year old, and the slow de-
velopers never lasted more than two. 
The work could go fairly fast, too, since 
the number of weeds to be removed 
remained small, and they stood out to 
the eye. 

Now that this system has been 
abandoned, most of our fairways are 
thoroughly invaded by broad-leaved 
weeds, especially where trolleys have 
worn the grass : and the only con-



ceivable way to deal with them—old 
style—would be by parties of members, 
twenty strong, on each fairway in turn : 
followed by a subsequent annual assault 
on the same scale. And why not? 
There are enough members in the club 
for each fairway to be covered, on 
average, by each man sparing one after-
noon a year : not much, to preserve the 
quality of the course, and the im-
peccability of a brassie lie when you 
most need it, so simply and safely. 

Chemical treatment 
The alternative of chemical weeding 

of the fairways might have an effect 
that could never be foreseen. Heath 
turf, especially on sour ground on chalk 
country, could—one cannot help fear-
ing—be badly damaged by them. There 
is a lot more in it than just grass; and it 
depends on its springiness and wearing 
qualities on the Whole compound of 
vegetation co-existing and inter-comple-
menting itself. 

The risk in chemical treatment might 
be great—and there is no real need for 
it! 

But if the fairways do present an un-
doubted problem in labour and time, 
now that they have been allowed to 
lapse so far from their old impeccable 
freedom from weeds, the greens surely 
are a different matter. If the green-
keepers and the Secretary have their 
eyes about them, and walk them 
regularly with a careful and judicious 
eye and a knife in hand, then there just 
should be no weeds in them : and no 
problem. If an ordinary member can 
itch to carry a pocket-knife (for greens) 
and a weeding tool (for fairways) in his 
bag every time he goes round, then 
surely the situation is beginning to get 
plain silly. I'm not saying it applies to 
all courses by any means; and many art-
still beautifully tailored in this respect. 
But others aren't, ¿how no signs of being 
—and mine, Which I love quite un-
reasonably, is one of them ! 

Perhaps if I went out after dark with 
a torch, I might get away with it. Per-
haps not. It shouldn't take more than 
a couple of years to complete the job 
single-handed. How desperate can one 
get? 

i c m $ p o r t s t u r i f 

\ I \ I 3 MANAGEMENT 
>ATERNTS EQUIPMENT 

THE TURFMAN OUTFIT 
for hand or powered operation 

* All implements quickly and easily interchanged. 
* Can be pushed or pulled by one man. 
* Powered operation by attachment to two-wheeled 

tractors (e.g. Allen, Atco, Mayfield, Scythes, 
etc.) 

* A complete outfit consisting of : Aerators, Rakes 
(Tilthing or Scarifying), Rollers, Whalebone 
Brushes. 

* In regular use on Sports Grounds throughout 
the country. 

Write for Brochure of the "S/S/S" Tuifman Outfit to: 

W . HARGREAVES & CO. LTD. 
H u r d s f i e l d I n d u s t r i a l E s t a t e , Macc les f ie ld , C h e s h i r e . T e l : Macc le s f i e ld 6363 



When your tractor's had its day it's . 

TIME TO TURN IT IN 
Economists W, J. Dunford and R. C. Rickard 

pinpoint the best stage at which 
to sell a piece of machinery 

COSTS involved in owning and 
operating any machine are of three 

kinds:—the purchase price; the repair 
costs necessary to maintain it in efficient 
working order and the running costs, 
comprising fuel and servicing expenses. 
Of these only the first two (purchase 
price and repair costs) need concern us 
since it is assumed that repairs will in-
clude such maintenance as will render 
both quality of service and running costs 
constant. The latter are therefore con-
sidered to be unrelated to length of 
working life. 

The longer a machine is kept, the 
greater will be the period over which its 
initial price is spread. At the same time, 
repair costs will be incurred at an in-
creasing rate. The total of the purchase 
price and the accumulated repair costs 
at any stage in the machine's life may 
for our purpose conveniently be termed 
"holding cost". 

We have taken a medium Diesel 
tractor costing £600 new, as an example, 
and we have prepared a typical schedule 
of cumulative repair costs over its life, 
measured in hours worked. The holding-
cost of the tractor is shown in diagram-
matic form above right. 

Cost Curve 
The initial and replacement price of 

the tractor (£600) is shown at point P 
on the vertical axis. By adding succes-
sive cumulative totals of repair costs to 
the initial price, the holding cost curve 
PH is obtained. The slope of PH is seen 
to steepen over its length as total repair 
cost increases with age. Thus, at 2,000 
hrs., holding cost is £635, and holding 
cost per hour worked is £635 divided by 
2,000. This equals 6.35 shillings per 
hour. 

Assuming no second-hand value to be 
realisable, the optimum time of replace-

ment is seen to be at T, after 4,500 
hours, at which point the lowest holding 
cost per hour (RT divided by OT) is 
achieved — £900 divided by 4,500 

¿lOOOf K 

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
N°of hours worked 

This diagram enables ¡one to work out the 
best time at which to sell a tractor or any 

other piece \of machinery. 

equalling 4s. per hour. Replacement 
earlier or later than point R will clearly 
result in a higher holding cost per hour 
being incurred. 

When trade-in facilities are available, 
the diagram shows the minimum ex-
change value the owner should be pre-
pared to receive for his tractor if he 
decides to replace it before it has worked 
4,500 hours (point T). 

Holding Cost 
Suppose a farmer who owns a tractor 

which has worked 2,000 hours (shown 
by point S on the horizontal axis) and is 
undecided whether or not to replace it 
by a new one. 

In order to achieve an average holding 
cost no greater than he would have 
incurred had he kept it until point T. 
he would have to receive a second-hand 



Reliable... Adaptable... Manoeuvrable 
There are two models of the new Atco Gang Mowers available. No. 44 l M is a 
general purpose mower, and No. 44 2 " designed for extremely heavy duty. 
The unique ganging arrangement allows for multiples of one unit upwards 
making subsequent conversions very economic. 
A particularly outstanding feature applied to both models, is the totally enclosed 
all-gear drive. All the gears run in an oil bath which makes for extremely low ' 
maintenance in respect of time and cost. 
Atco Gang Mowers are only some of the many machines in the Atco complete 
range from the 12" roller type to the 34" roller type with a full range of 
Rotaries, Sidewheels and the Atcoscythe. 

DEMONSTRATIONS can be 
' arranged on your own turf. 

We will gladly make an 
appointment for you NOW. 

...AND REMEMBER IT IS 
4 T C O F O R L I F E ! 

The quality of ATCO service has been a bye-word 
for the past 40 years. Every ATCO can be ser-
viced from one of the many ATCO-owned 
branches, and everywhere there is an ATCO 
Engineer ready to advise and help you with your 
motor mowing problems. 

CHARLES H. PUGH LTD., P.O. Box 256, Atco Works, Birmingham 9 



value of £235, represented by the line 
I J. This restores him to the minimum 
average holding cost of 4s. The distance 
between the holding cost curve PH and 
the minimum average cost line OG can 
be regarded as the lowest exchange value 
which could induce the owner to con-
sider replacing the existing machine with 
a new one. 

Extracts at intervals of 500 hours from 
the data presented in the diagram are 
shown in Table I. 

Table 1.— 

ment of machinery. In fact, provided 
the farmer's anticipated income would 
be taxed at a constant rate, capital 
allowances, with the exception of the 
investment allowance, in themselves are 
largely irrelevant to the timing of re-
placement. 

Investment allowance excepted, capital 
allowances given prior to the machine's 
disposal are little more than provisional. 
The balancing charge ensures that the 
initial and annual allowances given in 

Total Holding Cost and Break-Even Exchange Prices for a Medium Diesel Tractor Costing 
£600 New 

Working Life Total Holding Cost 
Holding Cost per 

Hour Worked 

Exchange Value 
Required to Equate 
Minimum Holding 

Cost of 4s per Hour 

Hrs. £ Shillings £ 
0 600 — — 

500 600* 24.00 500 
1,000 608 12.16 408 
1,500 618 8.24 318 
2,000 635 6.35 235 
2,500 660 5.28 160 
3,000 700 4.67 100 
3,500 750 4.29 50 
4,000 820 4.10 20 
4,500 900 4.00 0 
5,000 1,020 4.08 

Over the first 500 hours, the maker's warranty will be in operation and there will be no liability 
for repairs. 

The column on the right of the table 
shows the minimum exchange value re-
quired to attain an average holding cost 
equivalent to that obtainable had the 
tractor been kept until it had worked 
4,500 hours. 

Tax Allowances 
Under present conditions there are 

factors other than the initial and replace-
ment price and the cumulative repair 
cost which must be taken into account. 
Of these, the most important are 
probably income tax allowances, the 
need to keep up to date with technical 
improvements and the increased risk 
with age of mechanical failure. 

The question of income tax is very 
much to the fore. The substantial 
capital allowances which are frequently 
available in the early years of a 
machine's life are thought of as a strong 
inducement to a more frequent replace-

excess of the actual market rate of 
depreciation are withdrawn at the time 
the machine is sold. 

Market Rate 
Similarly, a balancing allowance is 

given should the actual market deprecia-
tion exceed the total of allowances 
already given. It is, therefore, the 
market rate of depreciation (that is, 
purchase price less value realised upon 
sale or exchange) which eventually 
determines the amount of the initial and 
annual allowances finally retained. 

The principles governing replace-
ment as described earlier are thus in 
no way affected. 
Technical improvements are likely to 

result in obsolescence in earlier models, 
and this may be a factor in the timing 
of replacement. Innovations will tend 
to depress the second-hand value of out-

Continued on page 10. 



S E E D S M E N 

C A R T E R S T E S T E D S E E D S L T D . 

The New Dunham Forest Golf Course 
Cheshire 

A Fine View of the 2nd Green 

This new 9 hole course in Cheshire was planned by Mr. John W. Bealey, our Golf Course Archi-
tect, and constructed in nine months under his direction. Sown throughout with Special Mixtures 
of Carters Tested Grass Seeds, the course was officially opened for play on the 4th June, 1961. 
Many golfers from other Clubs attending the opening Ceremony, commented upon the excellence 

of the course 

Golf Course Architects and Grass Seed Specialists 

The 1962 Edition of our illustrated booklet :— 
"Treatment of Golf Courses and Sports Grounds" 

free on request 

PAIIU. 
S . W . 2 0 

KAYNfiS 
IOM>OV 



TIME TO TURN IT IN—continued. 
of-da te models, so that there is little 
likelihood of the owner achieving the 
minimum exchange value needed to in-
duce him to part with his existing 
machine. 

If, under these circumstances, the 
owner is still prepared to undertake re-
placement, then the real cost to him of 
the improvement element of the new 
machine is the amount by which the 
trade-in value (plus the tax relief from 
any investment allowance) falls short of 
the minimum exchange value otherwise 
indicated. 

Old Risks 
The risk of mechanical failure in-

creases as a machine gets older. Break-
downs at busy periods may prove ex-
pensive both in terms of the cost of 
emergency repairs and the disruption of 
farming operations. Although break-
downs will be minimised by proper 

attention to maintenance and repairs, 
failure cannot be ruled out entirely. 

Where a farmer is particularly con-
cerned at this risk, he would be 
advised to replace at the first oppor-
tunity of securing the minimum ex-
change value rather than defer re-
placement in the hope that more 
favourable trade-in terms might sub-
sequently materialise. 
The example used in this article is a 

realistic one, but it relates to one type of 
tractor only, operating under average 
conditions. Its usefulness lies in the fact 
ithat it can readily be adapted by the 
individual, in the light of his own ex-
perience, to suit a wide range of 
machinery and working conditions. 

With grateful acknowledgments to 
the authors and the "Farmer and Stock-
breeder 

SPECIALIST DISTRIBUTORS AND AUTHORISED REPAIR AGENTS FOR RANSOMES LAWN MOWERS 

Get on to G/BBS 
and save money 
with economical 
golf course 
equipment 
The David Brown 2D is the 
ideal tractor for hauling gang 
mowers, trailers and every kind 
of golfcourse and sportsfield 
equipment. It is light in 
weight,completely reliable and 
the air-cooled twin cylinder 
engine uses less than 2 pints of 
diesel fuel per hour—a saving 
on fuel bills alone. Let us 
arrange a demonstration. 

You will not be under the 
slightest obligation. 
Spiked steel rear wheels are (Illustrated: The David Brown 2D Tractor with Gibbs 
available for wet conditions t r a y f o r transporting hand mowers and light loads) 


